
New Faculty aNd deaN appoiNtmeNts

anguilla campus: Congratulations to Dr. Claude-Bernard Iliou on 

his appointment as the Dean of Basic Sciences. And also to Dr. 

Alexey Podchecko, on his appointment as the Dean of Students. We 

look forward to working with you.

Bonaire campus: A warm welcome to Dr. Branka Filipovic. Dr. 

Filipovic will be in charge of the PDI in association with Dr. Renumala, 

and will also take an active part in several research projects.

 
aicm sigN up

Sign up for AICM will now only be open to students in the fourth 

semester of Basic Sciences. All students wishing to sign up must 

send an e-mail to AICM@mail.sjsm.org in the first 2 weeks of starting 

their 4th semester of Basic Sciences, when we will have open 

enrollment for AICM. Due to the limited capacity, placements will 

be on a first come first serve basis. As of now, each AICM class 

can have only 20 students, and there is one class starting in the 

beginning of every month.

your email must include:

Full Name; Student ID; Campus you are attending; Telephone 

number; Address to which Clinical Package will be sent (US or 

Canada only); Which month you are interested in starting

Please note that cancellation penalties of up to $500, as per the 

Clinical Rotation Cancellation policy, may apply.

                     check us out on Facebook. 
                     go to: facebook.com/schoolofmedicine
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moBile apps For medical studeNts

Whether you’re a doctor, student or professor, you probably have to use 

Pubmed, the US National Library of Medicine’s publicly accessible index  

of Medline citations, on a regular basis. Although Pubmed has a mobile  

version of its website, it looks outdated and is not the easiest to use. Several 

apps have appeared in Apple’s app store for iOS devices, to improve your 

searching experience. To read more about medical mobile apps go to 

www.imedicalapps.com

exam master News

Exam Master has finished a year long project that involved having all of the  

Step 1 questions reviewed, updated, removed (when needed) and resulting 

in a more relevant and concise question bank.  Exam Master is planning to 

release this in March. Because our school is one of the most active users, 

we are being invited to try out the new Step 1 question bank.  Students are 

also invited to provide feedback to Exam Master. Look for this after you 

login, this month.  Check this Website out: Presented by Interactive Medical 

Media, Dermnet: Skin Disease Image Atlas (www.dermnet.com) is a website 

that contains over 23,000 images of skin disease. Images can be enlarged 

via a click and can be located by browsing image categories or by using a 

search engine. The site also contains a selection of videos on a number of 

skin diseases. The images and videos are available free of charge, and users 

can purchase and license high-resolution copies of images for publishing 

purposes. Remember that we also have Medical Imagebase, after you login to 

our  EBSCO database.
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